Research Objectives
The overall objective is to identify the flow mechanisms that cause the decrease in the spreading rate of supersonic mixing layers and to suggest means of enhancing the mixing.
In the past year the objective haie-been to extend and consolidate the simple theory developed in the first year of the contract and to see if it provides some insight in enhancement of mixing. This study is augmented by the development of a computer code to numerically simulate the temporaly and spatially developing mixing layers to gain insight into the physics of the flow.
Status of the Research Effort
At the end of the first year of the contract a simple theory had been developed of the spreading rate variation with convective Mach number. This theory is based on the transonic small disturbance equation (Ref. where m o is the nondimensional mixing associated with a rotational kinetic energy (RKE) of (RKE) o at a convective Mach number of M C .
If M C << 1, the Prandtl-Glauert equation (k = 0) may be used and Equation (3) becomes
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The results predicted by this theory show good agreement with experimental data, see Figure 1 , especially for M c < 0.7.
At the end of the first reporting period it was concluded that mixing is reduced because the eddies produced a decrease in size as M C increases. In the last year it has been shown that this conclusion is wrong.
Over the last year the theory has been consolidated, that is, fewer assumptions are made, and has been extended to include three-dimensional effects. A full description of the theory is given in the Appendix, which is AIAA Paper 90-0706. A summary of the main findings is given below.
(a) No matter the size or number of spanwise vortices, the mixing will decrease with increasing M. at the same rate. This indicates that two-dimensional eddy break up devices may not work.
(b) Streamwise vortices will not be affected by M c to a first approximation and the mixing lr associated with these vortices is unchanged with M c .
0
(c) If the hypothesis is made that large fluid mechanical structures, such as vortices, will 0 deform to avoid shock waves, then the theory is greatly improved (Figure 1 ). The deformation may consist of vortex sweep, rather like a swept wing or a bifurcation, rather like the braids commonly seen in incompressible mixing layers. This hypothesis, if true, would have considerable implications in other fluid mechanics problems.
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' c\[I edr (d) Since the present theory is based on notions of irrotational flow it suggests that other studies based on vorticity redistribution arguments are erroneous. It may also be suggested that since the present theory is based on nonlinear finite disturbances, explanations of the phenomena based on linear stability theory are irrelevant. This latter viewpoint is corroborated by the fact that experimental data are taken a considerable distance downstream of the region where linear instability theories are valid.
(e) The main cause of the decrease in mixing as M C increases is that an increasing amount of the energy in the two streams goes into compression of the fluid during entrainment rather than being used to produce pure mixing. The only way to increase mixing is to accentuate streamwise vorticity and, if the hypothesis in (c) is valid, Nature is doing its best to achieve this goal.
In addition to the theory given in the Appendix numerical simulations of both time and space evolving mixing layers have been performed. The code used is TMRC which is a fourth order accurate code developed at Nielsen Engineering & Research (NEAR) for impinging jet flows. These calculations were performed to get some insight into twodimensional mixing layers; a typical example of such a calculation is shown in Figure 2 . At present the numerical results are similar to those obtained by other investigators. Attempts to avoid duplication by obtaining the computer code developed by NASA Ames Research Center to study mixing layers proved fruitless on the grounds that the code was not ready for public use. Experimentally measured layer growth rates compared to two-and threedimensional theory. FIGURE 
2.
Vorticity contours in a two-dimensional mixing layer. M, 2.0, begin with a forced laminar tanh profile, whose name. To the dismay of supersonic combustor development is only followed for some 200 initial layer designers, adjacent streams of differing, high speed, thicknesses 6 . Growth rates are displaycompressible fluids mix much slower at their interface 0 than the same fluids at low speeds and the same velocity ed for only the initial 60 6 before pairand density ratios. This effect was demonstrated ing even occurs. Thus while instability theory and conclusively in the experiments of Papamoschou and experiments show similar trends, the flow regimes of the Roshko, 1 who correlated shear layer spreading rate data two cases are not the same. from theirs and earlier studies using the convective Mach number (M,) concept introduced by Bogdanoff. 2 In the following sections we describe a theory Since then other experiments 3 4 , 5 have further appropriate for the asymptotic mixing rate of documented this effect both in plane and circular shear compressible shear layers; it does not depend on linear layers. Density differences between the streams were instability arguments. We first derive an expression for originally suggested as the cause of this mixing decrease, the energy within a control volume circumscribing a but the work of Brown and Roshko 6 showed this not to portion of the turbulent shear layer, in terms of the be the case. More recently this phenomenon has been mixing rate (rate of increase of mass within the volume) attributed to the decrease with Mach number of linear and convective Mach number MC. We then show that instability growth rates calculated for supersonic shear the mixing rate of an isolated vortex is proportional to the square root of its energy and thus establish.a scaling President between the mixing rate due to an arbitrary vortex and * Another possible configuration echoes the roller and c a1 + a2 braid structure of incompressible layers. Here the spanwise vortex decays to avoid shocks, but the Although there is some scatter, all experimental evidence streamwise vortex increases in strength. In either case, supports this claim, and numerical simulations by Lele 9 simple modifications to the original analysis show the have shown that pressure maxima (stagnation points) normalized mixing rate to remain essentially constant at and minirrA (structure centers) do travel at U c in the its value at M c , again in agreement with experimental initial part of the layer. The decrease in growth rate as data.
M c increases can be seen in Figure 2 , where the thickness of three shear layers at M c = .4, .6, .7 are vlotted versus The physical configuration of a compressible free downstream distance. The width measure used is the shear layer is shown in Figure 1 , where w, vorticity vorticity thickness. contours have been drawn from the results of our own two-dimensional direct numerical simulations of this 6
au (x, y) I flow. These simulations integrate the Navier-Stokes (x) = (U 1 -U 2 ) equations using standard fourth-order finite volume spatial discretization, fourth-order Runge-Kutta time advance, and "characteristic" boundary conditions due to Thompson] 0 at the outflow and upper and lower boundaries. Two parallel streams, initially separated by CONTROL VOLUME ANALYSIS a splitter plate, and semi-infinite in directions transverse to the mean flow, mix at their interface. The upper Refer again to Figure 1 and the control volume stream is characteriziI by p, , U 1 , a 1 , and the lower by drawn about a portion of the flow. The volume moves at P2, U 2 , a 2 (U, 2 U 2 assumed). Static pressures in the Uc, the velocity of the large structures, and is assumed to stream are matched at the trailing edge of the splitter contain at least one of them. The upper and lower plate so that no expansion/compression waves boundaries are sufficiently far from the interface that we contaminate the streamwise development of the flow. assume no vertical velocity on them. Then the idealized Initial instability of this shear layer causes it to roll up model of the mixing layer is shown in Figure 3 , where into spanwise vortices which subsequently pair due to a flow variables U, p, p, etc., are subscripted according to further spatial subharmonic instability. As the roll-up the volume (V, , V 2 ) they are associated with, and and growth of vortices proceeds, the width of the shear quantities topped by a tilde (-) refer to average layer grows downstream, and increasing amounts of quantities in similarity variables on the segments AD fluid are entrained from both sides. The growth rate of and BC. incompressible shear layers depends on their velocity and density ratios. High speed shear layers, however,
In Figure 3 the difference between fluid entering grow much more slowly than their incompressible AD and leaving BC is mixed fluid that is a consequence counterparts at the same velocity and density ratios, of a "mixer" in V. . While it is helpful to think of the Bogdanoff, and later Papamoschou and Roshko, mixer as a vortex, this assumption is not essential to the suggested that the effect of compressibility on growth of analysis. The change in energy flux between AD and BC a shear layer is characterized by Mach numwill be proportional to the energy in the mixer, since the bers M measured relative to the convecincrease is due solely to a thickening of the mixing layer, 
where
Re-employing Equation (4) to relate pihi to p 1 in the last ph = p + E
two terms on the right hand side, we write
Here 4 is the velocity relative to U. Throughout we will This expression simplifies greatly if we invoke the assumptions explicit to the convective Mach number concept, namely equal static pressures (p 1 = P2 ) and equal specific heat ratios (y 1 = 72 ). This allows us to combine terms and explicitly calculate fi using the Crocco-Busemann relation (assuming the turbulent Prandtl number is 1, see Appendix A for details). This yields 
we can integrate Equation (7) to obtain the growth of the where S is the area through which fluid is transported, mixing region's energy in terms of the mixing rate. Thus w ere abl to rea throug re l ir we are able to write a scaling relation
where T is an average temperature defined by T = p/Rh. Here M. is the mixing rate associated with a reference
Note that this expression is independent of the vortex of energy t.. Equation (13) is the second relation mechanism for mixing. In the following section we between mixing rate and energy, but applied to a steady derive another relation between mixing rate and energy, state vortex. Equation (9), on the other hand, relates an dertie aotr rspelaic beteng mixig tertex. an e increasing energy to a fixed mixing rate and an but this for a specific mixing model, the vortex, expanding control volume. However, because of the slow growth of the control volume, we may assume -4-Equation (13) holds in the quasi-steady sense and an isolated vortex. In the next section we obtain this associate m (= m/ p U. S) and t. there with the variation analytically after a novel substitution which corresponding quantities in the energy balance, Equation replaces the reference, isolated vortex with the bound (9). This allows us to eliminate ts from Equation (9) and circulation of a thin lifting airfoil. write THE AIRFOIL ANALOGY -2 m-(r-1) 2
As shown in Appendix B, the energy E. of a m = ---- If we now wish to obtain the ratio of nondimensional mixing at M c to its incompressible counterpart (M c = 0),
where the subscript i stands for incompressible and V is now recognized as the slowly growing control conditions. It is this quantity, plotted from the volume V. of the original energy balance, Equation (2) . experimental data, which most clearly shows the effects This returns Equations (13) and (14) to a form where of decreased mixing as M, increases. mixing rate m is constant.
Lele, 9 among others, has noted that the flow field What is the most appropriate choice for the scale around the rollers in a two-dimensional shear layer for quantities T. and M. 2 in Equation (16)? In the frame of M c > .6 bears a strong resemblance to that about a reference moving with the vortices the mixed layer has transonic airfoil. We can obtain an analytic temperature T, and the oncoming free streams are at a representation of the right hand side of the above mixing Mach number of Mc. Picking these as reference values, ratio equation by invoking this similarity. Assume that and also choosing US in Equation (12) such that the isolated reference vortex in a freestream of M = M , can be replaced by the bound circulation produced by a mixing layer, and that the flow adjusts itself through this data (AIAA 86-0162) were based on visual thickness third dimension so as to avoid shock formation. We do judged from schlieren pictures, while their later data not know if this can be enunciated as a general principle, comes from pitot surveys of the shear layers. For but we can point immediately to a celebrated example, convective Mach numbers less than .8, Equation (21) the transonic area rule due to Whitcomb,' 2 in which captures the correct qualitative trend of mixing decrease allowance for cross flow delays appearance or weakens and goes right through the experimental scatter.
shocks. In the case of the shear layer we suggest two Numerical integration of the airfoil problem using the possible scenarios for three-dimensionality: vortex nonlinear, transonic small disturbance equation for the sweep or vortex bifurcation. In either case inclusion of higher range of Mach numbers does not substantially these effects in the original analysis predicts leveling off alter the shape of the mixing ratio curve, except very of the mixing ratio curve at the critical Mach number near M c = 1. This effect can be seen as the dotted curve where three-dimensionality begins. The theory does not in the figure. predict what this Mach number will be; it must be gotten from experiment or simulation. What are the physical effects embodied in Equation (21)? One can immediately identify the Consider the swept vortex arrangement, shown in downwash due to the airfoil with the entrainment plan, on Figure 6 . Here the mixers are aligned at some velocity of the layer. For simplicity of analysis we have angle, 0, to the cross stream direction. Figure 3 is still kept downwash constant and shown that the rotational valid if the x coordinate is aligned normal to the kinetic energy due to this downwash decreases with M,.
structures rather than to the shear layer flow direction. In a mixing layer at a given velocity ratio it is perhaps more physical to say that rotational kinetic energy is Since the quantity m in the control volume kept constant (being essentially a function of the velocity analysis is nondimensionalized by the plan area S, the difference) and that entrainment velocity (downwash) analysis for the swept vortex is the same as for the decreases with M c . Either way the decrease is seen to be unswept case except that the reference vortex related to a function of the compressibility parameter 1 -M 2 . The m o ) is now in a flow with Mach number Mc and swept at large structures have an induced velocity field which angle 8 to this flow. Since from swept wing theory only attempts to deflect fluid from the freestreams into the the Mach number normal to the vortex is important in layer. As convective Mach number increases, the energy calculating I v I, m. is calculated for a vortex in a flow of this field goes increasingly into compression of the with a Mach number of M c coso. If M* denotes the fluid as it is deflected, and not just into deflection, as it critical value of M. at which shock waves start to does for the incompressible case.
appear, and if the vortex sweeps so as to avoid shock waves, then Our physical explanation of the mixing decrease is at variance with that suggested previously. We agree M* = Mccos8 , (22) that compressibility is the source of the decrease (baroclinic torques play no part), but disagree on how its and it follows that both m. and (RKE) 9 in Equation (20) effects are manifested. It is important to remember that will remain fixed at their value at M . Consequently the airfoil analogy employs potential theory to obtain its m/m i will remain frozen at its critical value (M C =Mv analytical expression for the mixing decrease. Thus it when M c > M*. The sweep assumption may break ascribes decreased mixing to irrotational effects. This is in down for Mach numbers much greater than M' because sharp distinction to Lele's explanation, which is based on of nonlinearity, but it is expected that the analysis given arguments concerning vorticity redistribution, above will be valid for low supersonic values of M,. The value of M* remains to be decided. If a value of 0.77 is THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS:
taken, then the results shown in Figure 5 as the chain SWEPT OR BIFURCATING VORTICES dash line can be obtained. This value is in the range predicted by numerical simulations 0.7 < M < 0.8 and is The predictions of Equation (21) for mixing ratio the subject of further study. decrease clearly break down for M c > .7-.8. It is in this Mach number range that two-dimensional numerical A similar effect is calculated if it is assumed that simulations show shocks forming on the spanwise the spanwise vortices bifurcate into a mixture of vortices. However, experimental evidence for the spanwise and streamwise vortices such as sketched in appearance of such shocks in real shear layers is lacking.
plan view on Figure 7 . This geometry could simply be a In recent work by Papamoschou, 1 1 which postulated strengthening of the roller-braid structure observed in the existence of shocks to explain discrepancies between subsonic mixing layers. As is shown in Appendix D, the measured and theoretical values of M,, visual evidence total energy, E, in this system can be found from for them in Schlieren pictures could not be found.
Equations (D1-D4) and gives It is our conjecture that for M, > .7-.8 threedimensional flow becomes increasingly important in the
0 o E 0 where the caret () refers to the streamwise vortex, the Equation (D16) can be written as tilde (-) to the spanwise vortex, and a is a measure of the Consequently, partition of energies between the two vortices. The velocity in the spanwise vortex is proportional to the 1/2 2 strength of the vortex, which in turn is proportional to m 11( /2 ( 1/2. If the peak velocity in this vortex is to be held at where .. denotes a value at the convective Mach number M" at which the spanwise vortex has a sonic CONCLUSIONS peak velocity.
We have presented a theory, free from linear From Equation (134) instability arguments, which quantitatively predicts the decreased mixing rates observed in compressible free
shear layers. The primary mechanism underlying this decrease is the attenuating effect compressibility has on and hence from Equations (23) and (24) the large scale structures' ability to deflect fluid away from the free streams and into the mixing layer. The layers, "pushing" on the free stream fluid moves it into o the layer; in compressible layers, "pushing" results in some compression also, and thus less deflection. This Using Equation (D4) it follows from Equation (26) that phenomenon is explicit in the airfoil analogy, where a APPENDIX A 2 The Crocco-Busemann relation for turbulent h -C T + 2 (M) Prandtl number P, = 1 regulates the temperature field in 2 a boundary layer to be strictly a function of the streamwise velocity U'
we can obtain h(y). Then to evaluate the average value of fi across the layer we write
where with boundary condition T = T I at U' = U', and T = T 2 at U' = U' 2 we obtain
Acosh 2y + 2Bsinh y cosh y U' 2 acosh 2y + 2bsinh y cosh y + csinh 2y
Ifweassume a velocity profile in the U c frame C(TI +T)
c tanh y (A3) c 2 1 
we can calculate the temperature distribution, and from that the density distribution using the perfect gas law.
Similarly, using the relation
Note that this result is largely independent of the assumed form of the velocity profile between the two streams, provided L is large compared to the layer 2 thickness. 
However, and The-Mach number dependence only ariscs in the , erm mo /E, 1 /2 and hence the mixing will decay with E = E / POoUSt 1 + 2 1) M 2 Mach number no matter how many vortices there are. However, as before, this analysis neglects the viscous core of the vortices. If the vortices are small, the viscous In order to alter the effect of Mach number on the core is larger relative to the inviscid part than in larger mixing, the typical term vortices, so overall, the mixing may not decrease as much with Mach number. 
which has no dependence on M c . Thus the mixing associated with a vortex aligned in the streamwise direction does not decay as M c -> 1. Furthermore, there are no shock waves associated with this vortex and hence no increase in entropy.
In contrast, for a spanwise vortex the potential equation is
(1-MC 2 -kx) x x +yy =0,
which can give shock waves and hence an entropy increase.
Consider now the mixing given by Equation ( where a is a measure of the partition of the energy between the vortices.
It is a reasonable hypothesis that the flow will try to develop so that entropy increases are kept to a minimum. Hence, as M, increases, the fraction a will get smaller and the size of the spanwise vortex will decrease while the streamwise vortex will increase. This effect is in addition to the inviscid decay of the spanwise vortex noted earlier.
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